Abstract. We study the hydrodynamics of bubble expansion in cosmological first-order phase transition in the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background with probe limit. Different from previous studies for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, we find that, for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background with a given peculiar velocity of the bubble wall, the efficiency factor of energy transfer into bulk motion of thermal fluid is significantly reduced, thus decreasing the previously-thought dominated contribution from sound wave to the stochastic gravitational-wave background.
Introduction
Our world is symmetry-broken. For some symmetry breaking in the early Universe, the induced phase transition is of first-order. The first-order phase transition has drawn much attention over the past three decades, because it could be relevant to the electroweak baryogenesis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , stochastic gravitational-waves (GWs) background [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , primordial magnetic fields [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and primordial black holes [17] [18] [19] , to name a few. The first-order phase transition proceeds with the nucleation, expansion and percolation of true vacuum bubbles within the false vacuum environment. See [20] [21] [22] [23] for brief reviews of GWs from first-order phase transitions. During the stage of bubble nucleation, the phase transition can be either of fast or slow types [24, 25] according to the nucleation rate, which describes the number of nucleated bubbles per unit volume and per unit time. For the nucleation rate of exponential growth with decreasing temperature, the phase transition ends shortly after the nucleation rate catches up the Hubble expansion rate. This is what we usually study as fast first-order phase transition. However, the nucleation rate can also be of quadratic growth with decreasing temperature as studied in [26, 27] . When the nucleation rate measured by Hubble rate becomes nonmonotonic with decreasing temperature, there could be a situation [25] when the nucleation rate is at most slightly smaller than the order of unity. In this case, the expanding bubbles have to wait for more than one Hubble time then to percolate at last. This kind of slow firstorder phase transition [25] is thus identified as a small window before the regime when the phase transition is too slow to be ended. It is worth noting that, the fast and slow first-order phase transitions here are classified according to their nucleation rate of either monotonic or non-monotonic types. The first-order phase transition can also be regarded as slow if the bubble wall velocity is small enough on its own as discussed in [28] .
During the stage of bubble expansion, the bubbles continually expand under the driving force from the pressure difference inside and outside the bubbles. If the bubbles are nucleated within vacuum background [29, 30] , they will shortly approach the speed-of-light after their nucleations. However, the bubbles are actually nucleated within thermal background [31, 32] , thus the interaction with other particle species will exert friction force against bubble expansion. In the early study, the bubble wall velocity was fixed in [33] by the ChapmanJouguet condition observed in chemical combustion, which was later recognized in [34] as unrealistic condition for cosmological phase transitions. The terminal velocity of the bubble wall can only be rigorously settled down with input from microscopic physics [35] [36] [37] , namely solving the combined equations of equation-of-motion (EOM) and Boltzman equation, which only succeeded for the standard model (SM) [35, 36] , minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and SM extended with real singlet scalar [43] so far. As a result, it is usually difficult to solve Botlzman equation [44, 45] , hence some phenomenological approaches [36, 46, 47] are adopted to parameterize the friction term in a model-independent manner [48] [49] [50] [51] . The outcome for the bubble wall velocity can be either steady or runaway [52] according to the competition between driving force and friction force. However, it is found recently in [53] that, contrary to the leading order result [52] , at next-to-leading order an extra friction arises due to transition splitting at the bubble wall, which may prevent the bubble wall from runaway. We will revisit this issue in detail in future works.
With input value of the bubble wall velocity from microscopic physics, the macroscopic hydrodynamics could help us to understand the energy distribution of total released vacuum energy among kinetic energy of the bubble wall, kinetic energy of bulk fluid motion, and thermal energy of plasma without going to the details of microphysics. There is an efficiency factor to measure how much energy has been converted into bulk motion of thermal fluid, which can be analytically determined from macroscopic hydrodynamics in terms of the bubble wall velocity as free parameter. This efficiency factor was only studied and summarized in [50] with respect to bag equation-of-state (EOS) in Minkowski spacetime without backreactions (probe limit). Several generalizations of macroscopic hydrodynamics of bubble expansion have been made for a non-spherical bubble wall [54] and non-standard constant sound velocity [55] as well as some stability analysis [56] [57] [58] . See [59] for the appreciation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem on the studies of non-equilibrium dynamics of cosmological phase transitions and references therein. We will study in this paper the macroscopic hydrodynamics of bubble expansion in the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background, and leave the work beyond bag EOS and with backreaction for future.
During the stage of bubble percolation, the kinetic energy stored in the bubble wall would be transformed into the GW energy through bubble collisions. In a series of numerical simulations of bubble collisions [8] [9] [10] [11] 60] , it was found that the GW energy spectrum can be characterized with a few parameters, including the bubble wall velocity and efficiency factors. These numerical simulations were carried out under thin-wall and envelope approximations [61] , where the GWs are mainly from the uncollided envelopes of bubble thin walls. Remarkably some analytic results [62, 63] of bubble collisions can be obtained, either by reserving both [64] the thin-wall and envelope approximations or relaxing only [65] the envelope approximation. Recently, new simulations of thermal first-order phase transition [66] [67] [68] without envelope approximation 1 found that, the dominated contribution of GWs energy spectrum comes from the sound waves [7] of bulk fluid motion in addition to another negligible contribution from magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) turbulence [11, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] (see [76] for recent progresses on GWs from MHD turbulence and references therein). However, almost all analytic estimations 2 and numerical simulations 3 to date of bubble collisions are implemented in a flat background without account for the background Hubble expansion.
The primary motivation behind the ignorance of background expansion is that, the fast first-order phase transition is usually completed in a short period compared to the Hubble time, therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the background spacetime is not expanding at all. However, the background expansion cannot be simply neglected for slow first-order phase transition, especially at its late-time stage. There is an extra term in the EOM of bulk fluid as we will see in this paper, which gives rise to a thinner profile for bulk fluid peculiar velocity. Therefore, for a slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background, there is less energy transfer into bulk fluid motion compared to the total released vacuum energy than that for a fast first-order phase transition in flat background, thus reducing the contributions to GWs from sound waves and MHD turbulence. The detection of stochastic GWs background from slow first-order phase transitions might be even harder than we previously thought.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2, the thermodynamical description for the scalar-fluid system 2.1 is given along with its equation-of-state 2.2; In section 3, the hydrodynamical description for the scalar-fluid system is given according to its junction equation 3.1 and EOM 3.2; In section 4, three modes of bubble expansion are solved for the given EOM, including detonation wave 4.1, deflagration wave 4.2 and hybrid wave 4.3, which are the velocity profiles 4.4 for the bulk fluid motions; In section 5, the analytic estimations and numerical fittings for the efficiency factor are given in 5.1 and 5.2, respectively; The section 6 is devoted to conclusions. Some discussions on the bubble wall velocity are also presented in appendix.
Thermodynamics
In this section, we will give a brief review of the thermodynamical basis for the scalar-fluid system with bag EOS.
Scalar-fluid system
The physical picture behind the bubble expansion in thermal plasma is described by the scalar-fluid system, of which the scalar field part is described by
and the thermal fluid part is described by
where f i is the distribution function of particle species i. If the thermal fluid is in local equilibrium, then the scalar-fluid system can be parameterized as perfect fluid with energymentum tensor of form
here e is the internal energy density, p is the pressure, g µν is the background metric, and u µ is the usual four-velocity. For the flat background with metric of form
the four-velocity is
where
is the Lorentz factor of three-velocity v, and we have assumed a spherically expanding bubble so that dθ/dt = dϕ/dt = 0. From now on, we will not write down explicitly the velocity components along θ and ϕ directions. For FLRW spacetime, introducingt n as the conformal time of bubble nucleation since the beginning of radiation era, andt as the elapsed conformal time of bubble expansion, then the FLRW metric with comoving coordinatest andr reads
The four-velocity field is then
whereγ(v) ≡ 1/ √ 1 −v 2 is the Lorentz factor for the peculiar velocityv. It can be checked that u µ u µ = −1 for both cases. We have also assumed a spherically expanding bubble so that dθ/dt = dϕ/dt = 0. From now on, we will also not write down explicitly the velocity components along θ and ϕ directions.
The thermodynamical properties of the scalar-fluid system are characterized by its free energy density at finite temperature F(φ, T ). To see this, note that, the pressure is just the minus free energy density 8) and the entropy density is by definition
The energy density is given by 10) and the enthalpy density is simply the sum of energy density and pressure, namely
As long as the free energy density is provided, the thermodynamics of scalar-fluid system is determined.
For the scalar-fluid system, the free energy density is defined by the effective potential at finite temperature, namely
(2.12)
At 1-loop order, the zero-temperature part V 0 (φ) = V tree (φ) + V CW (φ) is just the sum of tree potential and Coleman-Weinberg potential, and the finite-temperature part is 13) where for bosons/fermions the form of
Therefore, the finite-temperature part can be computed as
here the free energy densities for bosons and fermions are 17) respectively, where
with Euler constant γ E and Riemann zeta function ζ(s). For massless particle species, note that 22) one recovers the usual expression for the relativistic particles, 23) where the Stefan parameter a should not be confused with scale factor.
Equation-of-state
In the literatures, the dubbed bag EOS [78] is often used to approximate the free energy density of scalar-fluid system as a simple combination of the constant vacuum energy and ideal thermal gas, namely 24) where the plus and minus signs stand for the symmetric and broken phases, respectively. The vacuum-expectation-value (VEV) φ ± (T ) has mild dependence on temperature, which can be ignored in bag EOS. The essential idea of bag EOS is that, the symmetric phase consists of light particles with m i /T 1, which contribute to the free energy density as the radiation energy density 1 3 a + T 4 . When the bubble wall sweeps over the symmetric phase, some particles will acquire very large masses in the broken phase, which contribute to the free energy density in an exponentially suppressed manner. In this case, bag EOS simply ignores all orders of contributions to the free energy density from these would-be heavy particles. Therefore, the broken phase consists of remaining light particles with radiation contribution 1 3 a − T 4 to the free energy density. Assuming bag EOS, in the symmetric/broken phases, the pressure and energy density are of form
It is conventional to characterize the strength of phase transition dubbed strength factor with the released vacuum energy density normalized by the background radiation energy density,
Deviations from bag EOS [55] are caused by the phase transition from the symmetric phase to the broken phase when some of light particles acquire masses m i ≈ T comparable to the temperature. In this case, the general form of EOS is given by
27)
As an example, for particle species acquiring masses m i T , the free energy density in the broken phase could preserve only the quadratic contribution in temperature,
It is worth noting that, the leading term in T 4 is the same for both phases since massive particles are not ignored at all orders. Formally we can still make bag-like decomposition
However, such bag-like decomposition is meaningless unless one specifies
Therefore, the deviations from bag EOS can be characterised by the sound speed, 34) which is in general temperature dependent over spacetime. See [55] for constant sound speed c 2 s = 1/3 in the case of a planner bubble wall. Generalization to spherical bubble should be straightforward. Further generalization for temperature-dependent sound speed would be important, which is reserved for future work.
Hydrodynamics
In this section, we will derive the EOM for fluid peculiar velocity of bulk motion in FLRW background, and then we solve the EOM with the matching conditions at some discontinuity interfaces like the bubble wall and shockwave front.
Junction equations
Before deriving the EOM for fluid peculiar velocity of bulk motion in FLRW background, it is often useful to first specify the matching conditions at the bubble wall. Such matching conditions at the interface of discontinuity in hydrodynamics are dubbed as Taub (RankineHugoniot) junction conditions with relativistic (Newtonian) treatments. The junction conditions at the local interface Σ of some spherical discontinuity can be derived from the conservation of energy-momentum tensor for arbitrary λ µ ,
which will be integrated over a volume V enclosed by surface S and containing interface Σ. See Fig.1 for demonstration. Using Stokes's theorem, one has where n µ is an unit vector n µ = (0, 1, 0, 0) along radial direction. Shrinking V down to the interface Σ, the left-hand-side (LHS) is simply zero, thus the right-hand-side (RHS) becomes
Since λ µ is arbitrary, the junction condition reads as
The junction conditions (3.5) are usually written in the bubble wall frame. For flat background, the junction conditions (3.5) simply imply
where v ± is the fluid velocity with respect to the bubble wall and γ ± is the Lorentz factor for the corresponding fluid velocity. For FLRW background in comoving coordinate system, the junction conditions (3.5) also give rise to 
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Figure 2. The wall frame peculiar velocityv − andv + of bulk fluid in the back (x-axis) and front (y-axis) of the bubble wall for given strength factor α + . The blue shaded region is detonation mode, and the red dashed region is deflagration mode. The green shaded region is forbidden so that only the weak detonation and weak deflagration are allowed. The strong deflagration will be decay into the Jouguet deflagration, which is the hybrid mode withv
wherev ± is the fluid peculiar velocity with respect to the bubble wall in comoving coordinate system, andγ ± is the Lorentz factor for the corresponding fluid peculiar velocity. In the probe limit when the backreactions on the background expansion from the bubbles can be neglected, one has the same scale factors a + = a − inside and outside of bubbles, therefore the junction conditions for FLRW background are very similar to the case of flat background,
Beyond the probe limit, the metric ansatz can be of form
which will be reserved for future work. From matching conditions (3.8), one can obtain following relations,v
Adopting the bag EOS (2.25), one has
Hence for given α + and r one recoversv ± bȳ
One can also kill r from above relations and immediately derive following solutions with two branches,v
which can be presented in Fig.2 as a functionv + (v − , α + ) for given strength factor α + . The expanding modes for bubbles can be classified according to the wall frame fluid peculiar velocityv ± just in the front/back of a bubble wall with respect to the sound speed c s . The expanding mode is of detonation wave ifv + >v − , which can be further classified into strong, Jouguet and weak types ifv + > c s >v − ,v − = c s andv − > c s , respectively. Similarly, the expanding mode is of deflagration wave ifv − >v + , which can be further classified into strong, Jouguet and weak types ifv − > c s >v + ,v − = c s andv − < c s , respectively. In [34] , it has been convinced that both strong detonation and strong deflagration are forbidden. As we will see in Section 4, the detonation wave proceeds with rarefaction wave in the back of the bubble wall, and the deflagration wave proceeds with compression shockwave in the front of the bubble wall. In [50] , it has been shown clearly that the Jouguet deflagration is actually a hybrid wave with shock wave and rarefaction wave in the front and back of the bubble wall. The same characteristic is also manifested in FLRW background as we will see later.
Equation-of-motion
Similar to the case in flat background, the EOM of peculiar velocity of bulk fluid in FLRW background can be derived from the conservation of energy-momentum tensor,
When projected along the direction of fluid flow, namely the four-velocity u µ =γ
a(t+tn) (1,v) , the conservation of energy-momentum tensor becomes
which, after using u ν u ν = −1 and u ν ∇ µ u ν = 0, turns into
Then we constructũ µ so thatũ µ u µ = 0 andũ µũ µ = 1, namelỹ 19) which is perpendicular to the bulk fluid flow. Hence one can also projecting the conservation of energy-momentum tensor along the perpendicular direction of fluid flow,
which, after usingũ ν u ν = 0, becomes
Assuming a spherically expanding bubble wall in the bubble center frame (comoving frame), there is no characteristic distance scale when comoving coordinatest andr are adopted. The peculiar velocity of bulk fluidv
thus depends only on the so-called comoving similarity coordinateξ ≡r/t, wherer is the comoving distance from the bubble center andt is the conformal time since bubble nucleation. Therefore, for steady configuration of velocity profile of bulk fluid motion,ξ is the peculiar velocity of a given point in the wave profile and the fluid element at a position traced byξ in the wave profile move with peculiar velocityv(ξ), which is the fluid peculiar velocity in the bubble center frame. Equipped with comoving similarity coordinate, the energy-momentum conservation (3.18) and (3.21) can be greatly simplified. Since the energy e and pressure p are all scalar functions in (3.18) and (3.21) , the covariant derivative is equivalent to the normal derivative, which can be rewritten with respect to the comoving similarity coordinateξ,
Plugging the FLRW metric into (3.18) and (3.21) , one arrives at the following equations,
which, after abbreviate thet∂ta(t +t n )/a(t +t n ) ≡ n, turns into
Combining the above equations into a single equation, we obtain the final form of the EOM, 29) where the definition of speed-of-sound c 2 s = ∂ξp/∂ξe is used. The local Lorentz-transformed fluid peculiar velocityμ
is used to transform between the bubble center frame (with prime symbol) and the bubble wall frame (without prime symbol) in comoving coordinate system,
It should not be confused thatv(ξ), although without prime symbol, always denotes fluid peculiar velocity in bubble center frame. The flat background case [50] can be recovered by noting that n = 0 for the absence of scale factor. After getting rid of all the bar symbols, the EOM of fluid profile of scalar-fluid system in flat background reads 33) where v(τ ) and ξ(τ ) can be parameterized in terms of some parameter τ , and above EOM becomes
where the first parametrization equation exhibits a fixed point at (ξ = 1, v = 1), and the second one also exhibits a fixed point at (ξ = c s , v = 0). As you will see, the similarity solution v(ξ) is not a single-valued function, and thus one has to instead solve EOM (3.33) without junction conditions for ξ(v) as presented in the left panel of Fig.3 . However, the situation becomes difficult for FLRW background in radiation-dominated era with a(t) ∝t, where our abbreviation Figure 3 . The similarity solutions v(ξ) andv(ξ) without input matching conditions to the EOM of bulk fluid motion in bubble center frame for fast (left) and slow (right) first-order phase transitions in flat (left) and FLRW (right) background. In flat background, the grey shaded region above v = ξ is forbidden, and the red shaded region is deflagration mode while blue shaded region is detonation mode, which are separated by the shockwave front defined by µ(ξ, v)ξ = c 2 s and rarefaction front defined by µ(ξ, v) = c s . The same classification is also shown for FLRW background in comoving coordinate system, except that the solution curves will not be ended at the same improper node point (ξ,v) = (c s , 0) as in the flat background any more.
is pure time-dependent without similarity, therefore there is simply no way to solve EOM (3.29) forv(ξ) as a function of similarity variableξ alone. Nevertheless, there are two limiting cases that we can solve a similarity solution out of EOM (3.29) : one is at early-time stage of bubble expansion witht n t where n can be approximated as 0; and the other is at the late-time stage of bubble expansion witht n t where n can be approximated as 1. Seeking for a general solution for time-dependent n connecting these two similarity solutions with n = 0, 1 is beyond the scope of current paper, which will be pursuit in future.
The n = 0 case corresponds to the fast first-order phase transition in flat background. In the fast first-order phase transition, bubbles are nucleated with exponential rate so that most of bubbles are nucleated just before the percolation temperature, therefore the elapsed conformal time of bubble expansion is much shorter than the conformal time of bubble nucleations since the beginning of radiation era; the n = 1 case one corresponds to the late-time stage of slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background. In the slow first-order phase transition, bubbles are almost simultaneously nucleated around the minimum of bounce action but percolated at later time much longer than the Hubble time when they are nucleated. Take an example from our previous study [25] , in the regime of slow first-order phase transition, the nucleation temperature is around 30 GeV, while the percolation temperature can be as low as 10 −2 GeV, which gives rise to an estimation of
Hence in what follows, we will focus on the special case n = 1, which is equivalent to the latetime stage of slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background and radiation dominated era. The only question remained is that, why is the early-time stage of slow first-order phase transition unimportant ? As we will see in 5.1, although the efficiency factor of early-time stage of slow first-order phase transition (equivalent to the fast first-order phase transition in flat background) is larger than that of late-time stage of slow first-order phase transition, the size of bubbles at late-time is much larger than that at early-time. Therefore, the total released vacuum energy at late-time is much larger than that at early-time, consequently, the dissipated energy into bulk fluid motion at late-time is much larger than that at early-time.
As a result, the GWs from bulk fluid motion should use the efficiency factor at late-time instead of that at early-time. What we want to do in this paper is to work out the efficiency factor at late-time stage of slow first-order phase transition, namely the n = 1 case. The similarity solution of EOM (3.29) with n = 1 is presented in the right panel of Fig.3 , which is significantly different from the case of fast first-order phase transition for flat background. However, as we will see in the next section, the conditions for shockwave front µ(ξ,v)ξ = c 2 s and rarefaction frontμ(ξ,v) = c s are unchanged formally except for the extra bar symbols. As a result, the regions for deflagration (red shaded region) and detonation (blue shaded region) keep the same way as in the flat background.
With the solution of velocity profilev(ξ), one can also obtain the enthalpy profile and temperature profile. Inserting (3.29) into (3.27) 
Therefore the enthalpy profile can be directly inferred from the velocity profile via
As for temperature profile, noting that w = T ∂p ∂T , (3.39) can be rewritten as 42) and the temperature profile can be obtained in principle from the velocity profile via
as long as the junction condition for temperature at the interface is specified. This is beyond the scope of current paper, which will be pursuit further in future works. Therefore, we will only present the velocity profile along with corresponding enthalpy profile in the next section for different expanding modes.
Bubble expansion
Solving the EOM (3.29) with n = 1 for slow first-order phase transition under junction conditions (3.8) for different modes of bubble expansion, we can acquire the velocity and enthalpy profiles of bulk fluid motion summarized in Fig.4 , from which the efficiency factor of energy budget can be obtained in the next section. Figure 4 . The velocity profiles v(ξ) (left column) andv(ξ) (right column) of the EOM with input junction conditions from detonation (first line), deflagration (second and third lines) and hybrid (last line) modes in fast (left column) and slow (right column) first-order phase transitions for a given strength factor α + and a bubble wall velocity ξ w (left column) andξ w (right column). The corresponding enthalpy profiles are also presented as small panels. The main difference of velocity profiles is that they are more narrow in the slow first-order phase transition than in the fast first-order phase transition.
Detonation
Weak detonation wave moves with velocity much larger than the sound speed so that there is no shockwave in the front of the bubble wall, therefore the bulk fluid in the front of this supersonic wall cannot get any warning that there is a wall coming. As a result, the bulk fluid in the front of this supersonic wall is at rest in bubble center frame in comoving coordinate system,v
which gives us the peculiar velocity of the bubble wall,
One can also reverse above relation to express r(α + ,ξ w ) for given α + andξ w , thus bothv + andv − can be obtained asv ± (α + , r(α + ,ξ w )) from (3.13). The peculiar velocity of bulk fluid just behind the wall in bubble center frame can be computed bȳ
To give the velocity profile of rarefaction wave behind the bubble wall, one only needs to find a curvev(ξ) through (ξ w ,v(ξ w )), wherev(ξ w )) is given byv − from (4. at rarefaction front, namely the bubble wall, with following replacements
gives rise to the enthalpy just behind the bubble wall, 6) where w N is dubbed as the asymptotic enthalpy far outside the bubble wall. Hence the enthalpy profile can now be obtained by evolving w(ξ w ) to w(ξ <ξ w ) according to
The enthalpy profiles normalized by the asymptotic enthalpy are also presented as small panels in the first line of Fig.4 for the weak detonation wave.
Deflagration
Weak deflagration wave moves with velocity smaller than the sound speed so that there forms a compression wave dubbed shockwave in the front of the bubble wall, while in the back of the bubble wall the bulk fluid is at rest in bubble center frame, namelȳ
which gives us the peculiar velocity of the bubble wall
One can also reverse above relation to express r(α + ,ξ w ) for given α + andξ w , thus bothv + andv − can be obtained asv ± (α + , r(α + ,ξ w )) from (3.13). The peculiar velocity of bulk fluid just in the front of the subsonic wall in bubble center frame can be computed bȳ
To give the velocity profile of compression wave in the front of the bubble wall, one only needs to find a curvev(ξ) through (ξ w ,v(ξ w )), wherev(ξ w ) is given byv + from (4.10). The velocity profile of the compression wave jumps to zero at the shockwave front, in the front of which the bulk fluid peculiar velocity is zero,
Here the plus and minus signs denote the outside and inside of shockwave front, respectively. The peculiar velocity of shockwave front is thus given bȳ
At the shockwave front, there is no discontinuity in vacuum energy so that α + = 0, which from (3.11) gives rise tov −v+ = 1/3 or equivalentlyv − = 1/3ξ sh . Therefore, the shockwave front satisfies
Therefore, the peculiar velocity curve of compression wave through (ξ w ,v(ξ w )) would intersect shockwave front line at a point (ξ sh ,v(ξ sh )) obeying (4.14). As an example, the velocity profiles of deflagration wave are presented in the second and third lines of Fig.4 for given strength factor α + = 0.1, where the left panels are solved for v(ξ) for fast first-order phase transition in flat background with a bubble wall velocity ξ w = 0.5 and ξ w = 0.57, while the right panels are solved forv(ξ) for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background with a bubble wall peculiar velocityξ w = 0.5 andξ w = 0.57. It is worth noting that for deflagration wave, unlike the non-vanishing bulk fluid velocity at shockwave front for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, the bulk fluid velocityv(ξ sh ) at shockwave front for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background can be vanished if the bubble wall peculiar velocity is small enough like the right panel in the second line of Fig.4 .
The enthalpy profile can also be obtained from the velocity profile. Proposing the matching condition at shockwave front,
with following replacements
one has the enthalpy just behind the shockwave front
Evolving w sh to w(ξ w <ξ <ξ sh ) gives rise to the enthalpy profile of form
To see to what value the enthalpy profile jumps at the bubble wall, one propose the matching condition at the bubble wall, 19) with following replacements 20) and derives the enthalpy just behind the bubble wall,
The enthalpy profiles normalized by the asymptotic enthalpy are also presented as small panels in the second and third lines of Fig.4 for the weak deflagration wave.
Hybrid
Hybrid wave appears with the presence of both compression shockwave and rarefaction wave in the front and back of the bubble wall when the bubble wall velocity lies between the sound velocity and the so-called Jouguet velocitȳ 24) which is determined alone from the Jouguet conditionv − = c s applied to (3.11) . One can also reverse the Jouguet conditionv − (α + , r) = c s to express r(α + ) and hence the wall frame peculiar velocity just in the front of the bubble wallv + (α + , r(α + )) for given strength factor α + . As a result, one can derive in bubble center frame the peculiar velocity just in the front of the bubble wall,v 25) and the peculiar velocity just behind the bubble wall,
Therefore, the velocity profile of hybrid wave is obtained by finding curvesv(ξ) through (ξ w ,v − ) and (ξ w ,v + ), respectively, where the curvev(ξ) which goes through (ξ w ,v + ) intersects with the shockwave frontμ(ξ,v)ξ = c 2 s at (ξ sh ,v(ξ sh )). As an example, the velocity profiles of hybrid wave are presented in the last line of Fig.4 for given strength factor α + = 0.1, where the left panel is solved for v(ξ) for fast first-order phase transition in flat background with a bubble wall velocity ξ w = 0.7 while the right panel is solved forv(ξ) for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background with a bubble wall peculiar velocityξ w = 0.7.
The corresponding enthalpy profile can also be obtained with the help of velocity profile. Proposing the matching condition at shockwave front, 27) with following replacements, 28) one obtains the enthalpy just behind the shockwave front,
Evolving w sh to w(ξ w <ξ <ξ sh ) gives rise to the enthalpy profile behind the shockwave front,
There is a discontinuity in the enthalpy profile at the bubble wall. Proposing the matching condition at the bubble wall,
with following replacements, 32) one obtains immediately the enthalpy just behind the bubble wall,
Evolving w − to w(ξ <ξ w ) gives rise to the enthalpy profile behind the bubble wall,
The enthalpy profiles normalized by the asymptotic enthalpy are also presented as small panels along with their velocity profiles in the last line of Fig.4 for the hybrid wave.
Velocity profile
The solutions of velocity profiles in the last section are solved for a given bubble wall peculiar velocityξ w and the strength factor α + just in the front of the bubble wall. The velocity profiles for all different modes of bubble expansion with different bubble wall velocities are presented in the first line of Fig.5 with input α + = 0.1, where the left and right panels are obtained for fast and slow first-order phase transitions in the flat and FLRW backgrounds, respectively. However, similar with the enthalpy profiles in Fig.4 , only in the detonation wave the asymptotic strength factor α N equals α + . Due to the presence of compression shockwave in the front of the bubble wall, the asymptotic strength factor α N is in fact unequal with α + in deflagration and hybrid waves. It would be better to use the asymptotic strength factor α N instead of the unobservable strength factor α + hidden inside the compression shockwave.
To express the solutions of velocity profiles in the last section for given (ξ w , α N ) instead of (ξ w , α + ), one notices that there is a simple relation between α N and α + from the input profile of enthalpy, The physical picture of bubble expansion is summarised in Fig.6 , where the fluid peculiar velocitiesv + andv − just in the front (red solid line) and back (blue solid line) of the bubble wall are shown with respect to the bubble wall peculiar velocity for given α N = 0.1. The blue and red shaded region are the rarefaction wave and compression shockwave proceeded with shock front peculiar velocityξ sh indicated as green solid line. For a subsonic bubble wall peculiar velocity, the bubble expansion proceeds with deflagration wave with compression shockwave in the front of the bubble wall. When the bubble wall peculiar velocity exceeds the sound velocity, there develops rarefaction wave behind the bubble wall and hence forms hybrid wave. With an increasing bubble wall peculiar velocity, the compression shockwave would become narrower and narrower until eventually vanish when the bubble wall peculiar velocity reaches Jouguet velocity. For a bubble wall peculiar velocity larger than the Jouguet velocity, the formed detonation wave would leave only the rarefaction wave behind the bubble wall.
Efficiency factor
In this section, we will calculate the efficiency factor for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background, which will be compared with that for fast first-order phase transition in flat background. The numerical fitting formulas will also be given for convenient use in future literatures without going to the details of hydrodynamics. 
Analytic results
Before discussing the efficiency factor for fast and slow first-order phase transitions in flat and FLRW backgrounds, one needs to clarify the roles played by the physical velocity and peculiar velocity. The physical coordinate r is related to the comoving coordinater by r = ar, therefore the physical velocity v = dr/dt would receive an extra contribution in addition to the peculiar velocityv = dr/dt,
Therefore, the bubble wall could move with superluminal velocity with respect to the bubble center from the view point of physical velocity. However, when two bubbles collide, the extra termξn would be the same at the colliding point for both bubbles, therefore the relative physical velocity is exactly the relative peculiar velocity. As a result, we will compare the efficiency factor for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background with respect to that for fast first-order phase transition in flat background for given peculiar velocity.
To define the kinetic energy of bulk fluid, one first usesγ 2 − 1 =v 2γ2 to split the total energy density into two parts,
where first term in bracket is independent of peculiar velocity, while the second term in bracket is dependent of peculiar velocity. The bulk fluid kinetic energy due to bubble expansion is therefore defined by
where the scale factor is introduced to eliminate the effect from Hubble expansion, since the fluid element is still comoving with background even without disturbance from bubble expansion. The efficiency factor κv is usually defined as the ratio of the integrated kinetic energy of bulk fluid over a sphere region slightly larger than the bubble (so that the shockwave front, if exist, could be included) with respect to the total released vacuum energy over a bubble
For a given bubble wall peculiar velocity and asymptotic strength factor, the efficiency factor can be numerically calculated from (5.6), and the results are shown as solid lines in Fig.7 for some illustrative values of asymptotic strength factor α N = 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3. The top panel is obtained for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, while the middle panel is obtained for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background in radiationdominated era. The bottom panel gives the ratio of efficiency factors for fast first-order phase transition in flat background with respect to that for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background, which manifests a reduction of efficiency factor for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background compared with that for fast first-order phase transition in flat background. The reduction could be large for smaller asymptotic strength factor and for either non-relativistic or ultra-relativistic peculiar velocity of the bubble wall. For sufficiently large asymptotic strength factor, there seems to exist a minimal reduction between a factor between 2 and 3 regardless of the bubble wall peculiar velocity. One way to understand this reduction is that, the velocity profiles for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background is more narrow than those for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, therefore there is less energy dissipation into the kinetic energy of bulk fluid. The kinetic energy of bulk fluid would then be mostly converted into the GWs energy via sound waves 4 , however, the reduction of efficiency factor indicates that, the contributions from sound waves might not be as large as one previously expected in the literatures [66] [67] [68] . Nevertheless, these numerical simulations [66] [67] [68] are implemented in flat background. To be accordance with the observations made in the current paper for bubble expansion, we will explore in future the effects from Hubble expansion on bubble percolation in more realistic numerical simulations.
Numerical fittings
The calculations of efficiency factor are rather involved from macroscopic hydrodynamics as we have already seen in above sections. To make life easier for those who just want to know κ v for given ξ w and α N , some fitting formulas of function κ v (ξ w , α N ) for fast first-order phase transition in flat background are constructed in [50] for deflagration wave hybrid wave 8) and detonation wave ; (5.11) 13) and δκ measures the slope of κ v at the continuous transition from deflagration region to hybrid region,
Similar to the case for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, here we also make an attempt to construct some fitting formulas of function κv(ξ w , α N ) for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background for deflagration region κv(ξ w c s ) c Hybrid region
Detonation region The outcomes of our fitting formulas for slow first-order phase transition in FLRW background are presented in Fig.7 as dashed lines. However, compared with the solid lines, the precision we achieved is not as good as those obtained for fast first-order phase transition in flat background, which is better than 15% in the region 10 −3 < α N < 10.
Conclusions
The cosmological first-order phase transition could contribute to the stochastic GWs backgrounds from colliding bubble walls, sound waves and MHD turbulences, which might be detected in future space-borne GW detectors. In the early literatures, only the contributions from colliding bubble walls and MHD turbulences are appreciated, however, the recent numerical simulations [66] [67] [68] indicate that, the sound waves from bulk fluid motion could be the main source of GWs. The efficiency factor is thus defined to characterize the amount of energy liberated into bulk fluid motion compared with the total released vacuum energy. The previous calculation [50] of this efficiency factor from macroscopic hydrodynamics was implemented in flat background, so were those numerical simulations, which can be applied to the case of fast first-order phase transition. In this paper, we take a closer look at the effect of Hubble expansion on bubble expansion applied to the case of slow first-order phase transition. It is found that, for given peculiar velocity, the efficiency factor is significantly reduced in slow first-order phase transition than that in fast first-order phase transition, which will result in less GWs contributions from the sound waves.
A Bubble wall velocity
In the previous study of macroscopic hydrodynamics, we have assumed that the bubble wall expansion has reached the stationary state in bubble center frame with a presupposed bubble wall peculiar velocity. In this appendix, we outline the usually-adopted model-independent approach for estimating the bubble wall velocity by taking into account two new features: one is that, the bubble wall may never runaway in bubble center frame according to the recent claim in [53] due to extra friction from transition radiation; the other one is that, the background spacetime has experienced the Hubble expansion, therefore it is necessary to check the form of the Boltzmann equation and the EOM of the scalar-fluid system, which turns out to be unchanged with appropriate redefinition in bubble center frame.
A.1 Boltzmann equation
In the bubble center frame with comoving coordinates ds 2 = a(t +t n ) 2 (−dt 2 + δ ij dx i dx j ), the corresponding 4-momentum is defined by p µ = dx µ /dλ. For particle of mass m, the wordline parameter λ is chose as τ /m, where the proper time τ is defined by −dτ 2 = ds 2 . Then the components of 4-momentum p µ = mγ(1,v i )/a is written by the Lorentz factor γ = 1/ √ 1 −v 2 of the normv 2 = δ ijv ivj of peculiar 3-velocityv i = dx i /dt. Then the norm of the 3-momentum p 2 = g ij p i p j = m 2γ2v2 is equal to the normp 2 = δ ijp ipj of barred 3-momentum defined byp i = p i /a = ap i =p i = mγv i . The on-shell relation is then p 2 = g µν p µ p ν = −E 2 + p 2 = −m 2 with E 2 = −g 00 (p 0 ) 2 and p 2 = g ij p i p j = δ ijp ipj =p 2 . Conventionally, the unbarred 3-momentum is referred as the physical peculiar momentum, and the barred 3-momentum is referred as the comoving peculiar momentum, which can be raised up and down as if they are in the Euclidean space. The physical meaning of the comoving peculiar velocity is that they are actually the relative velocity with respect to the comoving frame (a frame comoving with Hubble expansion, not bubble expansion).
The distribution function f (x µ , p µ ) in phase space evolves by the Boltzmann equation
where C[f ] is the usual collision term, and the directional covariant derivatives are of form
The external force can be defined by the geodesic equation
which has a special form F µ = −∂ µ m resulted from the directional covariant derivative of on-shell relation for spatial-dependent effective mass term. Therefore, the form of Boltzmann equation is unchanged as in the flat background, namely
A.2 Equation-of-motion
In the curved spacetime, the energy-momentum tensor for the thermal fluid is of form
g i dp 1 dp 2 dp 3 (2π
g i dp 1 dp 2 dp
, and p i /a =p i have been used. The above form is covariant by noting that
A.3 Expansion equation
To write down the explicit form of the EOM (A.14), it is usually conventional and convenient to work under planar limit where the bubble wall moves along z direction. With use of the comoving coordinate system, the bubble center frame (comoving with Hubble expansion) is presented by (t,z), and the bubble wall frame (comoving with bubble expansion) is presented by (t ,z ). The comoving position of the bubble wall is thus presented byz w (t) with comoving peculiar velocityv w (t) 5 and its corresponding Lorentz factorγ w (t). In the bubble wall frame, the scalar profile depends only onz through φ(z ) with suitable boundary conditions φ(z = −∞) = φ − , φ(z = 0) = φ − /2, φ(z = +∞) = φ + . When written in the bubble center frame, the scalar profile depends both on thet andz by φ(t,z) = Therefore, the first term in EOM (A.14) can be worked out in bubble center frame as then the mean value of some quantity F (z ) cross the bubble wall can be defined by
If F is an odd function across the bubble wall, then its mean value F should be zero. As an example, the bubble wall position can be defined in this way by dz(∂zφ) 2 (z −z w ) = dz dz dz φ (z ) For stationary expansion of the bubble wall in the bubble center frame, this term is simply zero. Next, the second term in EOM (A.14), when multiplied by φ (z ) and integrated across the bubble wall, gives rise to the driving force, The last term in EOM (A.14), when multiplied by φ (z ) and integrated across the bubble wall, gives rise to the friction force, Figure 8 . The numerical fitting of efficiency factors κ A , κ B , κ C and κ D are shown in the first four panels if the bubble wall velocity is non-relativistic, acoustic, Jouguet and ultra-relativistic, respectively. The slop of efficiency factor at the continuous transition from deflagration region to hybrid region is fitted in the last panel. It is worth noting that the slop of efficiency factor at the transition from hybrid region to detonation region is not continuous. Interpolating these fitting formulas at the boundaries of deflagration, hybrid and detonation regions, one could find the fitting formulas over the whole parameter space of (ξ w , α N ).
